U.S. FOREST SERVICE
SELECTED OFF-ROAD VEHICLE LAW ENFORCEMENT INCIDENTS
BY STATE
APRIL – NOVEMBER 2007
ALABAMA – NF’s in Alabama – On 10/26, an LEO attended Lexington Magistrate
court on a mandatory court appearance for hitting an LEO’s vehicle while driving an
ATV. The man pleaded guilty to operating an ATV without a helmet, reckless operation,
and damaging government property. He was sentenced to pay $250 in fines and $530
restitution to repair the FS vehicle.
ALASKA – Tongass NF – On the night of 10/5, an LEO observed an ATV with two
riders on a public road. The LEO and a Wrangell PD officer attempted to contact the
ATV riders. The two fled down a logging road, ignoring the LEO’s lights and siren. The
ATV continued up a 4x4 trail to a dead-end less than a mile from the main road. The
LEO and PD officer observed the suspects as they walked back down the road after
leaving the ATV and arrested them without further incident. The operator was charged
with felony eluding, driving on a suspended license, reckless driving, driving under the
influence, and refusing to submit to a chemical test.
ARIZONA – Coconino NF – On 11/6, an LEO assisted Yavapai County SD with an ATV
accident when a man flipped his rented ATV multiple times on an NFS Road. The man
was unconscious when he was airlifted to a local hospital.
ARIZONA – Coronado NF – On 11/9, LEO’s conducted a night patrol on the Santa
Catalina RD and issued several citations regarding ATV registration, persons in closed
area, and consumption of alcohol in closed area. Gang graffiti was found in several of
the overlooks that were checked during the operation.
ARIZONA – Coconino NF – On 10/4, a man and a woman were riding ATV‘s on a NFS
Road on the Red Rock RD when they came upon a slower vehicle. The driver motioned
them to pass and the man passed without incident. The woman hit rocks in the road and
the ATV started to fishtail. The ATV was headed for a cliff, but instead of hitting the
brakes the woman accidentally hit the gas and the ATV rolled three times. The woman
sustained injuries including paralysis in the lower half of her body and was flown to a
hospital. Coconino County SD is continuing the investigation.
ARIZONA – Coronado NF – On 9/27, a defendant was found guilty after a trial
regarding violation notices that were issued to him as the result of an incident on the
Santa Catalina RD. The unlicensed ATV operator had observed an LEO approaching
from the opposite direction, made a u-turn and sped off in a cloud of dust, only to be
contacted approximately ½ mile further down the road. The vehicle also did not have the
proper registration.
ARIZONA – Tonto NF – 8/5- 8/11- Several incidents occurred recently on the Mesa RD.
LEO’s located and processed a stolen vehicle in Cotton Wood Wash. Officers also

responded to an ATV accident in which the male driver’s foot was severed. The man was
airlifted to a hospital. LEO’s responded to another accident where two men were injured
while standing on the back of an OHV vehicle. The vehicle rolled over and both men
sustained a broken leg. They were also flown to a local hospital. An intoxicated woman
was arrested at the Goldfield Admin site after fighting with deputies. Charges are
pending.
ARIZONA – Tonto NF – 9/5 – At approximately 0800 hours, a 20 year-old man was
killed while riding his Quad in the Four Peaks area. The man was traveling on an NFS
road at a high rate of speed when he clipped his 10 year-old brother’s ATV from the rear
and was ejected several feet into the air. The man, who was not wearing a helmet,
sustained severe head trauma. A helicopter was dispatched to the incident, but the man
died at the scene. Alcohol was a contributing factor in the accident.
ARIZONA – Prescott NF – On 6/16, an LEO and Yavapai County SD deputies
conducted an OHV patrol in the Crown King area of the Bradshaw RD. As a result of the
patrol, 14 state citations, 3 federal violation notices, 48 state warnings and 22 federal
warning notices were issued. Violations encountered included no registration, no
insurance, operating a motorcycle without the appropriate license, state fire ban, required
equipment for highway use, failure to show ID, no eye protection, and passenger on a
vehicle not equipped.
ARIZONA – Coconino NF – On 7/7, two people were riding double on an ATV along an
NFS Road when the 25 year-old driver lost control of the unregistered and uninsured
vehicle. The ATV flipped over and landed on her four year-old passenger. The child was
temporarily pinned face down in the dirt and was not wearing a helmet. Both were
transported to a hospital by ambulance. Coconino SD issued the driver a citation for
reckless driving and child endangerment.
ARIZONA – Prescott NF – On 12/10/06, an LEO contacted a man and his wife on NFS
lands in Yavapai County. During a consent search, the LEO discovered $1,060 of
counterfeit money and numerous pain pills in their possession without a prescription.
The man and woman were arrested and their ATV was towed. On 1/29, the man was
convicted of forgery and was sentenced to serve seven years in prison. On 12/19, the
woman was convicted of tampering with a public record and sentenced to serve 25 days
in jail and 3 years probation.
ARIZONA – Kaibab NF – On 6/24, a 28 year-old man was driving an ATV on an NFS
Road when he attempted a sharp corner and rolled his ATV. An LEO and an FPO
provided first aid to the victim who had a severe scalp laceration and a possible broken
arm and collarbone. He was transported to a hospital.
CALIFORNIA – Gila NF – LEO’s on the Gila and Coronado NF’s assisted with a special
operation on BLM lands in response to a large gathering of off-road vehicles on the
Imperial Sand Dunes in California. Numerous citations were issued and DUI patrols
were conducted to prevent vehicle accidents in the areas.

CALIFORNIA – Imperial Sand Dunds, CA – On 10/29 at approximately 1000 hours,
USBP Agents and the Imperial County SD responded to a report of gunfire at the
Buttercup CG within the southern Imperial Sand Dunes Recreation Area. Witnesses
reported four males on all terrain vehicles (ATV’s) loading suspicious looking packages
into a vehicle occupied by three men. During this process, gunfire erupted and the
vehicle sped away, resulting in six packages of marijuana falling out of the vehicle onto
the roadway. Witnesses stated that they were quickly approached by several unknown
individuals on ATV’s who threatened to shoot the bystanders if they didn’t stay away
from the packages. USBP Agents collected 131.3 pounds of packaged marijuana. An El
Centro BLM SA assigned to the DEA Task Force was notified and responded. Follow up
investigation is underway.
CALIFORNIA – Red Buttes, CA – On 10/27, the Victor Valley Off-Highway Vehicle
Enforcement Team responded to a report of an assault with a deadly weapon. The victim
reported that he and his son were riding their dirt bikes and were shot at by the suspect.
The father was able to call 911 on his cell phone and gave the suspect’s description and
vehicle information. Adelanto Deputies stopped the suspect and a semi-automatic
handgun was located in the truck. A Ranger and a San Bernardino SD Deputy responded
to the victim’s location for the interview and crime scene investigation. The location of
the crime scene is a mine site on private property, surrounded by public lands.
CALIFORNIA – Dumont Dunes Recreation Area (BLM), CA – On 10/6, a Ranger was
assigned to quad patrol at the Dumont Dunes Recreation Area. At roughly 2130 hours,
the Ranger observed a quad approach his location at a high rate of speed. When the quad
was within a few feet of the another Ranger’s vehicle, it turned sharply and accelerated,
throwing sand and rocks all over them and the marked patrol vehicle (commonly known
as roosting). The suspect lost control of his quad and clipped the Ranger’s marked BLM
patrol quad that was parked approximately 20 feet in front of them. The suspect wrecked
and the Ranger responded to his location. The suspect appeared to be getting up to run at
which point the Ranger placed his body weight on top of him and held him to the ground.
The suspect ignored verbal commands to put his hands behind his back. With assistance,
the Ranger was able to apply handcuffs to the suspect’s wrists. EMS responded. The
suspect refused medical care, was cited, and released.
CALIFORNIA – Stanislaus NF – On 8/18, two men, without helmets, were riding an
ATV on a closed road blocked with an earth berm on the Summit RD. As they tried to
ride over the edge of the berm, the ATV rolled several times and landed on top of the two
riders. The passenger pulled the ATV off the driver and discovered he did not have a
pulse. An FS Recreation Technician administered CPR to the driver but he did not
survive.
CALIFORNIA – Lassen NF On 7/6-7, an LEO and an FS Recreation employee patrolled
the High Lakes OHV area on the Almanor RD. The area has experienced an increase in
use and resource concerns. Numerous violation notices were issued for registration,

shooting, and alcohol offenses. Visitors were provided education and information
regarding upcoming changes to the area.
CALIFORNIA – Tahoe NF – On 6/11, an LEO saw two ATV’s riding on a paved
highway. When the riders saw the LEO vehicle they turned around and attempted to
flee. One ATV became wedged into a trail crossing barrier designed to allow only
motorcycles through. The second rider started to flee but stopped. When the LEO
started to pat down one of the riders for officer safety, the man announced he was a
parolee and tried to twist around to face the LEO. The LEO pulled the ATV rider off
balance and handcuffed him. The man had a suspended driver’s license which
constituted a violation of his parole. He was arrested for the misdemeanor crime of
riding on the highway. The man had been out of prison for about one month after having
been sent back for three months for domestic violence charges.
CALIFORNIA Pacheco Peak, CA – BLM – On the morning of 9/5, a multi-agency
operation consisting of Santa Clara County SD Deputies, San Benito County SD
Deputies, United Narcotics Task Force (UNET) members and a BLM Ranger conducted
a raid/eradication on a suspected marijuana garden. The garden was reported two days
prior by a land owner of a Ranch bordering BLM managed public lands. A total of
approximately 2,550 plants were eradicated during the operation. While en route to the
garden, a Ranger from the Hollister Field Office was involved in an ATV rollover
accident. Both the Ranger and a UNET Agent sustained injuries as a result of being
thrown from and crushed by the ATV. Both officers were airlifted by helicopter to a
nearby hospital. The UNET Agent was released with minor injuries shortly after arriving
at the hospital. The BLM Ranger sustained 12 broken ribs, 2 collapsed lungs and a
broken clavicle and was admitted to the ICU.
COLORADO – Arapaho-Roosevelt NF On 10/13, an LEO responded with the Clear
Creek SD, Gilpin SD, Gilpin County Coroner and the Central City FD to an ATV
accident on an NFS Road on the Clear Creek RD. The accident was 6 miles up a rugged
4WD road with visibility reduced to less than 30 feet due to the first significant
snowstorm of the year. The LEO was the first responder on scene and found the victim
deceased.
FLORIDA – Ocala NF – On 11/3 – LEO’s and FWC responded to a report of a large
party on the Forest and observed vehicles mud-bogging in a lake. Several people at the
party were minors in possession of alcoholic beverages. LEO’s wrote a total of 14
citations for violations including for mud bogging, possession of marijuana, minor in
possession of alcoholic beverages and supplying alcoholic beverages to minors.
FLORIDA – NF’s in Florida – On 10/13, LEO’s received a report from Lake County SD
Deputies of a mud-bogging party on the Seminole RD. The LEO’s contacted a large
group that had entered an area restricted to motor vehicles and was mud-bogging in the
wetlands. Numerous citations were issued for operating a motor vehicle in a restricted
area and operating a motor vehicle in a manner that disturbs the land.

FLORIDA – NFs in Florida – On 9/23, an LEO responded to an OHV/motorcycle
accident on the Lake George RD. The motorcycle rider was transported to a hospital
with a compound wrist fracture. The ATV rider had a bruised shoulder and refused
medical attention. Florida HP responded to conduct an accident investigation. The ATV
rider left the scene but was later located at the Rodman Pitt parking area.
FLORIDA – NFs in Florida – On 7/22, an LEO went back to the scene of the Ivan Fire to
further investigate and heard ATV’s in one of the nearby wetlands. The LEO
investigated and stopped seven ATV’s with eight riders. All seven drivers were cited for
driving off road in a manner that damages or unreasonably disturbs the land, wildlife or
vegetation. Six of the drivers were under 16 years of age and not wearing helmets, and
were cited for those offenses under state law; one operator was also cited for having a
passenger, a violation of state law. Parents of one of the juveniles showed up but did not
interfere. The LEO escorted them all to the nearby home of one of the juveniles and
warned them against driving ATV’s on public roads in the future. A total of 14 violation
notices were issued.
IDAHO – Clearwater NF – A man from Stevensville, MT recently agreed to plead guilty
to a misdemeanor charge of disturbing the peace after allegedly operating his motorcycle
in a roadless area and assaulting a group of Sierra Club backpackers on 7/30/06. The
Clearwater County Deputy Prosecutor confirmed during a preliminary hearing that a
felony aggravated assault charge against the man had been canceled after he agreed to
plead guilty to the lesser charge. The incident occurred when the backpackers spotted the
motorcycles on a trail in an unauthorized area in the North Fork RD. When three of the
hikers stepped out on the trail to photograph the motorcycles and riders, the lead rider
accelerated down the trail and deliberately struck one of the hikers. The charges were the
result of an SA’s investigation of the incident.
IDAHO – Clearwater NF – On 6/22, a back-country ranger/FPO contacting visitors near
Fish Lake on the Northfork RD encountered five ATV riders on a trail closed to ATV’s.
The FPO safely collected identification from the five individuals and forwarded the
information to an LEO. The FPO also discovered resource damage off the trail that was
apparently caused by the five riders.
KENTUCKY – Daniel Boone NF – On 10/30, a man pleaded guilty in Federal Magistrate
Court to the removal of forest products (black cohosh) without a permit and operating an
ATV on a roadway on the Redbird RD. He was sentenced to pay a $295 fine.
MONTANA – Lewis and Clark NF – On 10/25, a man from Forest Green, MT pleaded
guilty to construction of an unauthorized trail and agreed to pay $5,025 restitution to the
FS to repair damage he caused to NFS lands during the construction. The man rented a
tracked excavator and created a trail system for his ATV through NFS lands. In addition,
he utilized his ATV to gather several cords of firewood each year, but did not possess a
firewood permit.

MONTANA – Bitterroot NF – On 6/30, LEO’s conducted emphasis patrols at the Como
Lake Recreation Area on the Darby RD and issued 16 violation notices. The LEO’s also
responded to an ATV accident related to illegal off-road use. The victim, who suffered
severe head injuries, was taken via helicopter to a nearby hospital. During the course of
their investigation LEO’s determined the ATV riders caused resource damage and several
additional violation notices will be issued.
NEW MEXICO – Lincoln NF – On 8/5, an LEO and FS Fire units were requested to
respond with State Police and Lincoln County EMS to an ATV rollover accident in a
remote area of the Forest. The LEO arrived first on scene and provided patient care and
assessment to a 59 year-old woman with possible rib fractures and other complications.
FS Fire crews assisted with transport of the victim by backboard out of the canyon to a
waiting ambulance that transported the victim to a medivac helicopter on an NFS Road.
New Mexico SP is conducting the investigation.
NEW MEXICO – Carson NF – On 12/8/06, an individual operating a vehicle on the
Questa RD passed a clearly posted sign that stated, “Motorized Travel Behind This Sign
is Prohibited” and caused resource damage. An FPO cited the person for the violation
and represented the FS in court on 10/17. The defendant was found guilty of the charges
and was sentenced to pay $1,500 restitution to the FS.
NORTH CAROLINA – Pisgah NF – On 11/3, an LEO contacted users at an ORV area
and issued 16 citations for violations including failing to pay required fee, operating
ATV’s in an undesignated area, and alcohol or drug-related incidents. Four people were
cited when they drove their ATV up an eroding bank at the parking area. Numerous ATV
riders stopped to thank the LEO for being present and several reported illegal activity.
NORTH CAROLINA – NF’s in North Carolina – On 9/21, an LEO contacted two groups
of campers at Brown Mountain OHV area on the Pisgah NF/ Grandfather RD that had
driven a truck and two motorcycles past barricades into a campsite. A father and his 18
year-old son at one campsite were consuming alcohol. Citations were issued for vehicles
being off road and alcohol in a prohibited area. Warning citations were issued for
allowing underage alcohol and consuming alcohol underage.
NORTH CAROLINA – NFs in North Carolina – On 9/30 at 0200 hours, four people
were involved in a fight on an OHV trail system on the Uwharrie NF/Uwharrie RD. Two
people sustained significant lacerations to the head and one received a laceration to the
hand. Two vehicles were damaged and a handgun was discharged during the incident.
Two of the suspects left the scene on foot and were found later that morning. Deputies,
EMS, and an LEO responded to the incident. Several people were interviewed and one
handgun was seized. On 10/1, the LEO issued mandatory appearance violation notices
for disorderly conduct to three people. Additional charges are pending.
NORTH CAROLINA – On 8/4, an LEO contacted three people camped at the ORV area
on Grandfather RD, Pisgah NF. A vehicle had been driven around a rock barricade into
the camp and the group was in possession of alcohol in a prohibited area. A consent

search of the vehicle revealed several containers of marijuana and a container with a
small baggie of cocaine. The three received numerous citations.
NORTH CAROLINA – On 8/10, a Caldwell County SD Deputy witnessed two people
lift two four-wheel ATV’s over a rock barricade and determined they had been riding on
the closed road. The Deputy and an LEO later visited their residence and issued citations
for ATV violations and providing false information.
NORTH CAROLINA – NFs in North Carolina – On 4/6-7, two ATV accidents with
injuries occurred on the OHV trail system on the Uwharrie RD. A 13 year-old boy
sustained a broken nose when his 680 cc ATV flipped over backwards and landed on top
of him. Violations of riding double and age/cc restrictions appeared to contribute to the
accident. A 34 year-old woman sustained a temporary loss of consciousness and multiple
contusions when she lost control of her 650 cc ATV when it struck a log and she fell off.
Operating outside designated trail and operator inexperience appeared to contribute to the
accident.
OREGON – BLM – West Fork Evans Creek Road, OR – On 7/27, around 1900 hours, a
Jackson County SD Deputy was dispatched to West Fork Evans Creek Road adjacent to
BLM’s Elderberry CG regarding a motor vehicle accident between an ATV and pickup
truck. Upon arrival on scene, it was determined that a 32 year-old man had succumbed to
his injuries from the motor vehicle accident. At the request of the Deputy, an Oregon SP
Accident Investigator was dispatched from Grants Pass to perform an investigation.
Initial investigation conducted by Oregon SP determined that the deceased was operating
an ATV on the roadway at a high rate of speed. A pickup was traveling on the same
road, coming from the opposing direction. Seeing the pickup truck coming from the
opposite direction, the ATV operator locked up his brakes, causing the ATV to high side
and roll, throwing the ATV operator onto the road. The pickup truck then ran over the
ATV operator.
OREGON – BLM – Prineville District, OR – On 2/14, the Prineville SA received a report
that a BLM employee was being intimidated and threatened. The employee is a crew
leader who was supervising the construction of a fence line and gate on public lands in
the Terrebonne, OR area. The SA and the Ranger responded to the scene and found the
employee to be very emotionally upset. He had been contacted by an adjacent property
owner who didn’t want the fence put up adjoining his property because it eliminated his
ATV access to public lands from his property. (The area was closed to off road vehicle
use based upon the Upper Deschutes Resource Management Plan.) The SA and the
Ranger interviewed the property owner, and the immediate situation was defused. Upon
conclusion of the investigation on 4/20, the man was charged with threatening/offensive
conduct toward the BLM employee. He is scheduled to appear in court on 7/9.
PENNSYLVANIA – Allegheny NF – 8/5 – 8/11 – LEI personnel investigated an ATV
accident on the Marienville RD near Pigs Ear Trailhead in Elk County. A 21 year old
woman was driving an ATV at a significant speed when she encountered a water bar on
the trail. She lost control of the ATV and was thrown from the machine. Her helmet fell

off and she sustained a large laceration to her skull. She was transported to a hospital for
treatment. The accident is under investigation.
PENNSYLVANIA – Allegheny NF – An LEO investigated a report of shooting on an
NFS Road on the Marienville RD and located three people operating ATVs illegally on
the roadway. One of the men was armed with a handgun. Officers retrieved the handgun
and found two of the men to be in possession of marijuana and associated drug
paraphernalia. Violation notices were issued for three counts of illegal ATV operation
and two counts of possession of cannabis.
SOUTH CAROLINA – Francis Marion & Sumter NF’s – On 9/29 an LEO at a
motorcycle trailhead on the Wambaw RD noticed several empty OHV trailers and trucks
without trailers. The LEO also noticed several beer cans on the trailers. The LEO later
observed red lights from the OHV’s along the power lines off the designated OHV trail.
The LEO walked about a mile to their location and issued six violation notices for
operating OHV’s off the designated trail, one violation notice for resource damage, and a
state citation to a minor in possession of beer.
SOUTH CAROLINA – Francis Marion & Sumter NF’s – On 7/7, an LEO on the Long
Cane RD responded to an accident on an OHV trail. The operator attempted to jump his
ATV over a water bar and lost control of the vehicle. Another member of his group then
hit him with his ATV. The LEO assisted EMS personnel transport the victim to a
helicopter and he was airlifted to a local hospital.
SOUTH CAROLINA – Francis Marion & Sumter NF’s On 4/7, an LEO stopped a group
of OHV riders on an NFS Road on the Wambaw RD. While questioning the group, the
LEO could smell the odor of alcohol from a man who was operating an ATV. The man
was uncooperative and was eventually arrested for disorderly conduct. During transport
to jail, the man became verbally abusive toward the LEO and kicked the patrol vehicle’s
cage several times. Upon arrival, the LEO needed assistance from several jail personnel
to bring the man into the booking room.
SOUTH CAROLINA – Francis Marion & Sumter NF’s On 4/1, an LEO on the Long
Cane RD investigated a fire on a NFS Road that burned approximately 15 acres. The fire
was determined to have been caused from a warming fire possibly built by a fisherman in
the area. While on the fire, the LEO received a report of ATV riders on the road near the
intersection of two NFS Roads. The LEO located the ATV riders and issued three
citations for the illegal operation of ATV’s on the roadway.
SOUTH CAROLINA – Francis Marion & Sumter NF’s On 4/7, an LEO on the Long
Cane RD was flagged down by a motorcycle rider who worked as a volunteer and had
just witnessed ATV’s in a mud hole near the Cedar Springs OHV Trail. The LEO
responded to the location and observed four ATV riders drive off the trail. Three of the
riders drove their ATV’s into the mud hole and began tearing up the area while the fourth
rider watched. The LEO contacted the individuals and issued four citations for operating

ATV’s off the designated trail. The particular area of the trail has several signs indicating
no ATV operation permitted.
UTAH – BLM – Little Sahara Recreation Area, UT 4/29 – 5/5 – Over 50 law
enforcement officers from several agencies were assigned to the Little Sahara Recreation
Area (LSRA) over the Easter weekend. Approximately 35,000 visitors were located
within the LSRA administrative unit. Officers were faced with near riot conditions on
two separate nights involving approximately 1,000 people which required all available
officers and over 5 hours to mitigate the situation; approximately 200 people were ejected
from the main hill area and several were arrested when they returned. Groups of partiers
were blocking an area and forcing women to bare their breasts in order to leave, along
with numerous incidents of unwanted fondling of women. When law enforcement
officers took action, the crowd became unruly, throwing objects at the officers. A Utah
HP Officer was struck in the head and sustained minor injuries. Medical assistance was
rendered on 37 incidents. Over 300 incidents resulted in arrests and/or citations.
VERMONT – Green Mountain NF – On 7/14, a 45 year-old man from Woodbury, CT
died as a result of an ATV crash on Old Snow Valley Road on the Manchester RD. The
man was traveling west on the road with four other machines when he apparently lost
control and hit a tree. He was not wearing a helmet and died at the scene of massive head
trauma. The area where the group had been riding is closed to ATV use. The Winhall
PD is leading the investigation with assistance from the District LEO.
WASHINGTON – Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie NF – On 10/7, an LEO stopped three off-road
motorcycle riders for riding on an NFS Road on the Skykomish RD. The second
motorcycle in the group did not have street legal or off-road registration. A computer
check of the VIN indicated the motorcycle was reported stolen and it was impounded.
The rider was interviewed and released. The case has been forwarded to the King County
SD and prosecutor. The new motorcycle, valued at about $7,500, had been stolen from a
dealership while it was still in the crate on the day it was delivered.
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